SOCIALLY RESPONSIBLE
ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Run by members of the local community, the vineyard
is for Wageningen and its visitors. There are many
ways of becoming involved in the vineyard and
enjoying this beautiful spot in Wageningen.

HELPING OUT
Our grapes are grown and tended by enthusiastic and
dedicated volunteers. Everyone is welcome to join in.
The work is not arduous and can be done at your own
pace. It’s satisfying and fun, and a great way to notch
up work experience (the vineyard is an accredited
agricultural training enterprise) or to do as part of a
rehabilitation or recovery programme.

HOW YOU CAN HELP

For information on tours of the vineyard,
tastings and customised events:
Email: info@wageningswijngoed.nl
Website: www.wageningswijngoed.nl
To order wine: www.wageningswijngoed.nl/
webwinkel/

HOW TO FIND US
Cars and bikes may be parked opposite
Geertjesweg 55 in Wageningen (postcode 6704
PC). Walk up the forest path for about 250
metres. The vineyard’s entrance is on your
right, at the intersection with the Klompenpad
walking trail (purple clog way markers).
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Like us on Facebook: Wagenings Wijngoed
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Get in touch by emailing info@wageningswijngoed.nl.
GEERTJESWEG

EXCEPTIONAL
VINEYARD
SITUATED ON
WAGENINGEN’S
‘MOUNTAIN’
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volunteer to help out in the vineyard;
buy our wine;
adopt a grapevine;
book a wine tasting;
attend our events;
hold your party or event in the vineyard;
become a donor;
recommend the vineyard to friends and family.

Check out our website for current opening
hours and events.
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OPENING HOURS AND ACTIVITIES
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ORGANIC WINES
PRODUCED WITH
PASSION AND PLEASURE
BY DEDICATED LOCALS

OUR GRAPES
There are over 7500 vines in our approximately
2.3-hectare vineyard. The most important varieties
are Regent, Johanniter, Bianca, Muscaris and
Merzling. The first 3000 vines were planted in 1998;
in 2000, the vineyard was expanded.

QUALITY WINE
The wine reflects the love and care we put into
producing it. We gladly devote time and effort to
cultivating and tending the individual vines and
clusters of grapes. In May, we prune heavily. In
summer, we prune out the leaves shading the clusters

(Skal). We use organic manure and green manure, not
artificial fertiliser and we minimise disease and pest
attacks by making sure the vines grow steadily during
the growing season. We never use chemical pesticides
or fungicides. All this keeps the soil healthy.

WELCOME
TO
WAGENINGEN’S
VINEYARD
Wageningen’s vineyard is
nestled on the northern flank of
Wageningen’s ‘mountain’ to the east
of the town, in De Dorskamp estate.
Established in 1998, the vineyard has become
an asset to the landscape and a unique part of
Wageningen’s cultural heritage. Since spring 2015,
it has been run by a foundation (Stichting Wagenings
Wijngoed) that has as its aims the preservation of the
vineyard and the production of delicious wine for the
delectation of many.

WHERE TO BUY OUR WINES
The wine is on sale in the vineyard or
can be bought on-line from our website
and in various shops and restaurants in
Wageningen, Bennekom, Ede and Renkum.
Details are on our website.

of grapes and, if the clusters are very compact, thin
out half the berries to expose them to more sun and
give them room to grow optimally. We use organic
fertiliser, so the grape berries will ripen steadily
and uniformly. The end result is a harvest of small
clusters of small grapes in which the taste and aroma
are concentrated that give our wines their flavour and
depth.

CERTIFIED ORGANIC WINES
Our wines comply with EU legislation
for organic farming and are certified by
the Dutch organic control organisation

